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A PROOF OF CARTAN'S THEOREMS A AND B

YUM-TONG SlU

(Received December 13, 1967)

In this note we give a new proof of the following theorems of Cartan:

THEOREM A. If $ is a coherent analytic sheaf on a (reduced) Stein
space X, then Γ(X, $) generates gr* for all xzX.

THEOREM B. // $ is a coherent analytic sheaf on a Stein space X,
then HP(X,&=0 for p^ 1.

The known proofs of these theorems depend on one of the following :
(i) Cartan's Lemma of invertible holomorphic matrices ([2], [3]), (ii) methods
of partial differential equations ([5]), and (iii) methods of differential geometry
([!]). In the proof here essentially we make use only of Dolbeault's Lemma
(I.D.3, [4]) and Schwartz's Theorem (App.B, 12, [4]). Theorem B is first proved
and then Theorem A is derived from it.

NOTATIONS. JD=the structure-sheaf of the complex w-space Cw. For
r>0, BΪ or Br denotes the ball in Cn with radius r and centered at the origin.
The boundary of a set E in Cw is denoted by dE. Suppose g=(gι, , gp) is
a />-tuple of complex- valued functions defined on a set K. Then \\g\\ κ denotes
sup { I Qi(x) I I IgΞί ί=Ξp, x^ K}. If U is an open covering of a topological space,
then ΛΓ(U) denotes the nerve of It.

DEFINITION 1. Suppose 7t < 8t and 8t > 0, l^i^n. The domain
[z=(zly 9Zn) € Cw | Ύ t < \zt I < 8i, 1 ̂  i ̂  n] is called a polyannulus.

In this definition Ίi can be negative. Hence a polydisc is a polyannulus.

DEFINITION 2. Suppose ph l^j^n+r, are polynomials on Cw such
that pi=Zi for l^i^n. Suppose rtj ^ < βΛ and βj > 0, 1 ̂ j ^ n+r. The
domain D= {zzCn \ d^ <\pj(z)\< βί9 1 ̂ j ^ n+r] is called a polynomial
polyannulus. Suppose (kl9 , kn+r) is a permutation of (1, , n+r) such
that ak) ̂ 0 for 1 ̂ j ^ m and aki < 0 for m<j^n+r. The polynomials
Pkj> lί==ΞJ ί=Ξm> are called essential defining polynomials for D.

Trivial modifications of the proofs of I.D.I, 2, 3 in [4] give us :
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(0, g)-form on a neighborhood of P~, then there is a C°° (0, q — l)-form
η on P such that dη = ω.

By using (1) instead of I.D.3, [4], we can easily modify the proof of
I.F.5, [4] to obtain :

(2) Suppose D is a polynomial polyannulus in Cn. If q > 0 and ω is a C°°

3-closed (0, g)-form on a neighborhood of D~, then there is a C°°
(0, q — l)-form η on D such that dη=ω.

By using (2) instead of I.F.5,[4], we can easily modify the proof of I.F.8, [4]
to obtain:

(3) Suppose D is a polynomial polyannulus and pk> 1 ̂  k ̂  ra, are essen-
tial defining polynomials for D. LetG={zzCn | A(X)^°> * = k = m] -
Then any holomorphic function on D can be approximated uniformly
on compact subsets of D by holomorphic functions on G.

DEFINITION 3. Suppose $ is a coherent analytic sheaf on a σ-compact
complex space (X, D) and K is a compact subset of X. Suppose φ : Dp — » £$r
is a sheaf-epimorphism such that <p induces an epimorphism ψ : Γ(X, Dp)

). For /eIKX,3r), |L/l|ί is defined as inf{|10|U|0 € Γ(X, D'

LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions of Def. 3, ίΛe norms [\\ \\^\K is a
compact subset of X} define a Frechet space topology in Γ(X, 5)-

PROOF. Let ®=Ker φ. Γ(X, ft) is a closed subspace of the Frechet
space Γ(X, Dp) with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets
(cf.VΠI.A. 2, [4]).The surjectivity of φ implies that the topology defined by
the norms || ||£ in Γ(X, ^) is identical with the quotient topology induced
by φ and that the quotient topology is a Frechet space topology. q.e.d.

This Frechet space topology of Γ(X, 80 is independent of the choice of
φ and hence is canonical.

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose ^>(1), , ̂ >(m) are real-valued C°° functions
on Cn satisfying-.

and

for zzCn, 1 Si i, j ^ w, αwJ 1 ̂  ̂  ̂  m, where δ( j £5 the Kronecker delta,

9WΛ)

' and φ($ = " 5M^05e D= ίz € c"
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is a bounded domain. Then HP(D, WC) = 0 for p^l.

PROOF. First we prove that

(4) for z° = (z°l9 , Zn) £ 3D, there exists a polynomial /
such that /(z°)=0 and / is nowhere zero on D.

Fix z°zdD. Then ^(fc)(z°)=0 for some k. Define a polynomial f ( z )

^i"^)^- — 2°) f°r some 2* depending onz. (*) implies that

λ ί n \
+ 4-(Σ |*ι--*il 2). Hence / is nowhere zero on D.

0 \=ι '

Construct open subsets Pk of D, 1 fg ^ < oo, such that (i) Pk is a
union of topological components of a polynomial polyannulus whose essential

defining polynomials are nowhere zero on D, (ii) PkC c PA:+I» and (iii) \ / Pk = D.

This is possible by (4).
Now by using (2) and (3) we can complete the proof in almost the same

way as the proof of I.D.5, [4]. q.e.d.

COROLLARY. Suppose g is a coherent analytic sheaf on D admitting
a finite free resolution. Then HP(D, $)= 0 for p^l.

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose $ is a coherent analytic sheaf defined on an

open neighborhood G of B~ in Cn. Then dimc Hp(Br,^) <oo for p^l.

PROOF. Choose in Cn balls [7AccV*ccG, 1 ̂  k ̂  m, such that (i)
m

3βr c \^J Uk9 and (ii) 5 admits a finite free resolution on Vk. Let tyk be a
/fc=l

C°° non-negative function on Cn such that ^=0 outside Vk and ψk > 0 on Uk*
n

l^k^m. Let ^><0) = Z |^i 1 2 — r2. Choose positive numbers λfc, 1 ̂  jfe :g m,
ί=l *

so small that φw=φ<°> — ̂  λίψj satisfies (*) for z ^ Cn, 1 ̂  £,j ̂  n and

l^£^w. Let A={z€Cw |^(A:)(2;)<0}, O^k^m. Then DQ = BrCdDm9

A=A-ιU(DΛny f cX and D f c_ 1ny f c = D fc_1Π(DA:nVA:). By Cor. to Prop. 1,
Hp(Dlc-ί Γ\Vt9^)=0 for />^1 and l^&^ra. From the exactness of the
Mayor- Vietoris sequence Hp(Dk, ^^Hp(Dk.ίy %)®H\DknVk, 5) -> H^D,^

jt,??), we conclude that Hp(Dfc,30^^p(A-ι>$) is surjective for />^1 and
^ < m. Hence
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(5) the restriction map H»(Dm, g) -+ Hp(Br, g) is surjective, p^l.

Choose two finite collections of balls in G, {f/j}j=1, i = 1,2, such that
ί I

(i) UjddUl (ii) Brc.\JU], (ϊiϊ) DmC\JUj, and (iv) on t/j we have a
y=ι ./=ι

sheaf-epimorphism ξj . n&
p}-+$ which is part of a finite free resolution. Let

Uj = U} Π57, Uj = Ujr\Dmj and U i = {[7}}jβl, £ = 1,2. F ix/>^l . Since H1(C7}β

Π - Π C7jg, Ker &β)=0 by Cor. to Prop. 1, the map Γ(UJβ Π - Π [7}β, nD
p")

~* ^WJo Π Π C7},,3r) induced by f jo is surjective for I^j0, ,Λ ̂  1 and
/ = 1, 2. By Lemma 1 Γ(C7Jβn - Π C7j,,f5) has a canonical Frechet space topology.

Z'CZVζU,), 30, i = l,2, and O'-'C/VOU 5) can be given Frechet space structures

canonically. Let ρ:Z\N(Uι\%)-+Zp(N(lίά%) be the restriction map and 8:

t^-^Z'C^UO,??) be the coboundary map. Since HS(U}0 Π *
)=0 for 5^1,ί = l,2,Z^jo, . J α ^ l b y Cor.to Prop.l, H^N^IW

$) and ^(ΛΓ(U2),δ)^^(^,5). By (5) />0δ: Z-(ΛΓvU2),δ)θC^
) -> Z^^UO,^) defined by (pφδ) (a@V) - p(α) + 8(6) is surjective.

Since C^ccCTJ, the map />00: Z^(JV(U2), ^ΘC'-^UO, δ) -> Z^^UΛδ)
defined by (/>ΘO)(α0ό)=p(α) is compact. By Schwartz Theorem (App.B, 12, [4]),

00δ=p0δ—/oφO has finite-dimensional cokernel. Hence δ has finite-dimensional
cokernel. άimcH

p(Br, 5) <oo. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 3. Under the assumption of Prop. 2, Hp(Br$) = 0 for

PROOF. By shrinking G, w.l.o.g. we can assume dim Supp $ < °° Fix
/>§: 1. Use induction on dim Supp $•. The case dim Supp 3 — 0 is trivial.
Suppose the proposition is true for dim Supp ̂  < d. Now assume dim Supp $
=d>0. Let Supp ^ = ((Ji&IX'i)(j((Jj .jXj) be the decomposition into irre-
ducible branches, where dim X.\<.d and dim Xj=d. Let it: Cn —> C be the
projection TT^, ,zn)=Zι. After a linear coordinates transformation in Cn

we can assume that no Xj is contained in τt~\a) for any a € C. Let M be
the set of entire functions on C. Take /€ M— {0}. Let ^/ : $-*$ be the sheaf -
homomorphism defined by multiplication by /W and let $/ = Ker φf and
2/ = Coker φf. Then dim Supp &f <d and dim Supp β/ < ίί. By induction
hypothesis

(6) ί/α(βr, ̂ f)-HQ(Br, β/)=0 for <2 ̂  1.

The exact sequence 0 ^ $r ^ ^ fj/fi/ 0 (where a is the inclusion)

implies that Hp(Br,%) -^HP(BT9g/ft^by (6). The exact sequence 0 —
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β ~5 - " £/ - ~ 0 (where β is induced by φf) implies that Hp(Br<

• Hp(Br, 5) by (6). Hence φf induces an isomorphism

Suppose 0*ω*H*(Bn%). Define Φ: M-*H»(Br,^ by Φ(f)=φf(ω) for
/€M-{0] and Φ(0)=0. Then Φ is a linear injection by (7). dimcH*(Br,%)

=oo, contradicting Prop.2. q.e.d.

A proof similar to [6] gives us

COROLLARY 1. Under the assumption of Prop.2, $ is generated on Br

by Γ(βr,3r).

COROLLARY 2. Suppose £$ί 15 a coherent analytic sheaf on a Stein space
X and G is a relatively compact open subset of X. Then f£ is generated on
Gby Γ(G,3r).

PROOF. Follows from the fact that some open neighborhood of G~ in
X is biholomorphic to a subvariety of a ball in a complex number space.

q.e.d.

COROLLARY 3. Suppose D is an open subset of a Stein space (X, D)
and φ: X — > Cn is holomorphίc such that (i) for some open neighborhood G
of D~ φ maps G biholomorphically onto a subvariety of some open subset
H of Cn and (ii) φ(D) is a subvariety in a ball Br in H. Then Γ(X, D) is
dense in Γ(D, D) with the topology of uniform convergence on compact

subsets.

PROOF. Let $ be the ideal-sheaf of φ(G) on H. Since
the natural map: Γ(J5r, JD) - - Ί\BT9 WD/$X ̂  Γ( D, D)) is surjective. This
means that the map a: Γ(Br,n&) - ̂  Γ(Z), D) induced by φ\D is surjective.
Let β : Γ(CW, .D) - - Γ(X, D) be induced by φ.

β

β

is commutative, where p and σ are restriction maps. Since Γ(C", »D) is dense
in Γ(βr, .0) (I.F.9, [4]), Γ(X, D) is dense in Γ( D, O). q.e.d.
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PROOF OF CARTAN'S THEOREM B. Suppose g is a coherent analytic
sheaf on a Stein space (X, D). We construct open subsets Xfc and holomorphic

maps φ^ : X -> C71*, 1 ̂  k<oo, such that (i) X = Xfc, (ii) XΛC cXΛ + l, (iii)

^(fc) mapS Xk+l biholomorphically onto a subvariety of an open subset of Cn*,
and (iv) φw(Xk) is a subvariety in a ball of C7**. By Cor.2 to Prop.3, there
exist sheaf-epimorphisms ^(A:) : £>r* — »$ on XΛ for £ g: 1. By Prop. 3,

fc, Ker Λjr( fc+s>)=0 for £ ̂  1 and s ̂  1. Hence

(8) ψ jt,. : Γ(XΛ, Dr*")-»Γ(Xfc, g) induced by ψ (fc+s) is surjective for k ̂  1
and s §: 1.

By Lemma 1 Γ(Xfc, 3) has a canonical Frechet space structure for k g: 1. For
yfe ̂  1 and 5 ̂  1,

~~

ψ*, . + 1

is commutative, where the horizontal maps are restriction maps. By (8) and
Cor. 3 to Prop. 3,

(9) Γ(Xfc+t, g) is dense in Γ(XΛ, g) for k^l and 5 Ξ> 1.

By Prop. 3 //p(XΛ,g)=0 for p^l and k^l. Let JCfc> = {Xm}^ for
Λ ^ l , and 3E={XW};U Then Hp(ΛΓ(ϊ<*)),g)=0 for £^1 and />^ 1, and

F i x g ^ l and σ € ZQ(N(ΐ\ g). Let crc*)=<r|^Ic*)). Then <r(A:):=8tf(fc) for

some tf^sC'-Wϊ^XSO. Λ<*>-Λ<*-1>€Zα- l(M(3E<*-1>),5).
Case 9 = 1. Construct by induction on k βw € C°(N(&k>), g) such that 8/S(fc)

=σ (Λ>and sup ||^*>-^*-l)|Xί-l||/
w<2-* : Choose /3(0-α:(1>. Suppose we have

chosen /8(1), ,/βc*~°. Then a^k)—β^~l) is a section of g on Xfc>ι. By (8)

and (9) there exists r € Γ(XΛ,g)such that sup ||τ-(ΛW-/8c*-l))|Xj-ι|l^>

i<2-*.

Set βw=aw—τ. The construction is complete. Define β€ C°(Λ)(ϊ),g) by
/9(Xfc)=lim β<m\Xk). It is easily verified that £ is well-defined and 8/8=<r.

Case~ ςr > 1. Since *<*> _ Λ<*-υ € Z<-l(Λ/(ϊ<*-l>),f5), there exists fiί*-!> €
C8'1^^"0), g) such that δ^*"0 =<*<*> — ac<*-l> on 7V(ϊ(fc)) Define Ύ € CQ~ί(N(Jί\

g) by 7=Λ(Λ)-δ(Σm<λ^
m>) on W[Ϊ(Λ:>). 7 is well-defined and 87=<r. q.e.d.

PROOF OF CARTAN'S THEOREM A. Follows from Theorem B by [6].
q.e.d.
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